
1.  Put your Innovation Deep Dive product in the folder that we 
share.  Please make sure it is labeled so that I know what it is.


2. 30 second share—each student should be ready to share about 
their Innovation deep dive.  Tell us the innovation, decade, and a 
couple of reasons why it was so impactful in that decade. 


3. American Identity:

 Below are the 5 major identifiers in American History


• Global Issues  

◦ (Imperialism, WW1, WW2, Cold War, Lone Superpower (90’s),  War on Terror) 

• Economic Struggles & Success  

◦ (Great Depression, Stagflation, 20’s, 50’s, 80’s growth) 

• Social Unrest  

◦ (Women’s Movement, Civil Rights, Counter Culture, Gilded Age) 

• Media Influence  

◦ (Yellow Journalism, Muckrakers, Propaganda, Watergate, Fake News)  

• Musical Influence  

◦ (Jazz, Rock n Roll, Country, Rap, R&B)

 
We will cover one topic a week before doing a culminating project at the 
end of the semester.

Week 1:
1.   Discuss and map Global Issues
2. Look at the link provided: https://view.genial.ly/

5c9bb2173a49c2144c441ca4/american-identity-kick-off-direc
 

https://view.genial.ly/5c9bb2173a49c2144c441ca4/american-identity-kick-off-direc
https://view.genial.ly/5c9bb2173a49c2144c441ca4/american-identity-kick-off-direc


◦ Your job…Pick one Global event that intrigues you.  This will be your focus for 
the   

◦ World impacts that transform the identity of America  

◦ Create your first genial.ly and start building the global issue story. Use one of the 
“SOCIAL” genial.ly to create your major identifiers.

3.
• STEP 1: RESEARCH THE QUESTIONS BELOW 

• You are to discuss the importance of each topic on global issues by answering the 
questions below. Questions highlighted in Red will look different based on the group you 
pick.  

◦ Why were we involved?  

◦ What is the outcome of the event? How does it change the American identity?  

◦ What was America’s role in the event?  

◦ How did Migration/Immigration/Innovation impact the outcome?  

◦ Who are the important people we connect to these Issues?  

◦ How did the World look at America’s involvement in the global issue?  

◦ How did Americans look at their involvement in the global issue?  

◦ What is our global presence after each event?  

• STEP 2: BUILD YOUR GENIAL.LY USING THE INFORMATION YOU FOUND IN 
QUESTIONS ABOVE 

• STEP 3: SUBMIT TO YOUR GOOGLE FOLDER

Examples of American groups (You do not have to pick from this list…you may come up with 
your own not mentioned)  


